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Dayakara Reddy starring C Rohit Kumar, Priyanka Pandey and Sonakshi Varma. The continuation of the
success of past films, "Love and Sex" (Love & Sex), "My Best Friend's Girlfriend" (Emmanuelle, 2000)
and "Juno" (Juno, 2002) should have been a triumph for Trikaravan, but the expected sequel came out
more commercial and less funny. Also, the producers did not want to release a dubbed version of the film
on the screens, which is why it was subjected to harsh criticism. The Trikala TV channel has attracted
many Indians to its shootings in recent years. The first success came to him in 2002, when at the dawn of
the new millennium he invited Mohandi Varaha (Mohindhu Warah, "The Cat that Conquered the
Universe"), Tarhan Bhandaraniake (Tarhan Bhandaraniake, "Nader and Simin's Divorce", 2002), Nargis
Rana and others actors. The first parts of "Life After", "Elephants, Dances and Love" and "My Favorite
Lazy Dog" (2000) topped the hit parade of TV music programs. On the wave of success, Trikalyan
released 2 seasons of "Discs of Life" (Discoveries, 2002-2004). In 2005, another full-length film "Life
on Screens" was released. The performance of the TV program "Folk and Dance" (Folk and Dance) on
"Vijaya-TV" (Telugu) was quite successful. In 2006, Narayan performed in the film "Sri Shiva's Wife",
based on the novel by Chandra Premji (Chandra Pramji, "The Chess Game" (Chess Game), 2004). He
also starred in the films "Contract" (A Contract, 2006), "Manipura, 1991" (Manipura, 1991), "Gay
Experienced" (Gay Veteran, 2006). In 2007, He played a role in the film directed by Hari Krishna "Goa,
my love" (Goa, Love Me Home), for which he received the Filmfare Award for Best Supporting Actor.
In 2008, in Anvar Berberov's film "Jews in Russia" (Yehuda R
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